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1 CONTEXT 
) 

In the <;ontext of the Kosovo cnsts, and in accordance with the General Affairs. Council 
Conclusions of 26 April 1999 and a Declaration issued at the_,EU-Albania political dialogue 
meeting at Ministerial level on 27 April 1999, the Commission, in its Communication on the 
Stabilisation and Association Process for countries of South-Ea5tem Europe, 1 indicated its 
readiness to prepare, "in due course", a report on the feasibility ofthe.·opening of negotiations 
for a, Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA)2

. The Council, in its conclusions of31 
May and 21122 June welcomed the intention of the Commission to present such a report as 
soon as possible and mentioned that, in the light. of discussions on this report, an invitation to. 
the Commission·to present recommendations for negotiating directives might follow. · 

The present report therefore needs to be seen both in the context of a possible enhancemenf of 
bilateral contractual relations between the European Community .(EC) and Albania, currently· 
based on the ·Agreement on Trade and Commercial and Economic cooperation of 19923 

,_ and 
of the implementation. of the new Stabilisation and Association Process for countries in 
South-Eastern Europe in accordance with General Affair~ Council Conclusions of2V22 June 

· 1999. It is also an EU contribution in the framework of the Stability Pact for South-Eastern 
Europe. Its purpose is tci assess the feasibility of a: SAA with Albania and to elaborate on 
important political; institutional and economic requirements for a successful participation of 
Albania in such perspective. · 

2 RELATIONS BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND ALBANIA AND· THE 

PERSPECTIVE OFAN ADVANCED RELATIONSHIP 

2.1 Development of bilateral relations and cooperation between the Community 
· and Albania since 1991 

Since the start of its transition to democracy and a market economy, Albania benefits from EC 
assistance, namely through PHARE (since December 1991), and from the generalised scheme 
of trade preferences (GSP - since February 1992): Relations between the EC and Albania are . 
based on a non-preferential Agreement on Trade·and Commercial and Economic Cooperation 
(only MFN principle) which entered into force on 1 December 1992. Meetings of the Joint 
Committee were held in 1994, ·1998 and i 999. Several working parties were established under 
this Agreement ("approximation and reform of legislation", "customs cooperation" [both 
1994], "economic and financial matters" [ 1998], "agriculture" and "infrastructure" [both 
1999]. A separate Agreement on Textiles has been in force between-1992 and 1995. A 
separate Joint Declaration between the EC and its Member'States in parallel to the Agreement 
provides the framework for a bilateral political dialogue. There have been four· meeti~gs at 
ministerial level (1994, 1996, 1998 and 1999) and five inter-Parliamentary meetings. 

Commission Communication to the Council and the European Parliament on the Stabilisation arid 
Association Process for countries of South-Eastern Europe, Bosnia and f!erzegovina, Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia, former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Albania. COM (99) 235 final, 26.5.99., 
Commission Report on the feasibility of negotiating a Stabilisation and Association Agreement with the 
former Yugoslav Republic ofMacedonia,~COM (99) 300 final, 16.6.99. · 
O.J. L 343 of 25.11.92, P.l.; The preamble of this agreement reads that these contractual links "will: 
contribute to progress towards the objective of an association agreement in due course, when conditions 

·are met". · 
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As early as 1995, Albania requested the opening of negotiations for an association agreement. 
An assessment undertaken by the Commission in June'l995, on subjects such as free trade in 
goods and services, establishment · and capital movement led to the conclusion that a 
"classical" Europe Agreement could not be envisaged. The General Affairs Council of 29/30 
January 1996 invited the Commission to submit formal proposals for a new agreement with a 
view to enhancing Jelations with Albanhi.4 Draft negotiating directives. were prepared but no . . 

. formal recommendation adopted by the Commission because the. parliamentary elections of 
May 1996 casted a shadow on Albania's democratic record and were followed by a deep state 

·crisis· in early 1997 provoked by the breakdown of the pyramid schemes. · 

While recognising efforts made· and the first results achieved in terms of stabilisation and 
recovery· in Albania after· that crisis, the Commission, in its periodic reports presented since 
October 1997 on compliance with the conditionality of t)le EU's Regional Approach, has 
pointed out that a further strengthening of contractual relations would depend ·<?n effective 
further progress, along with progress made· in the fra.-neworlc of relevant Community 
assistance programmes and the existing Agreement. Progress in the implementation of EC 

·assistance· programmes, mainly under PHARE, was recently acknowledged by the Third Joint 
Committee of26 March 1999, but there is no doubt-that important programmes (for example: 
large infrastructure, public administration reform) are stili at a rather slow pace and some of 
the activities remain heavily affected by the widespread crime, corruption and it1security in 
the country. 

Only limited use has been made so far of existing work!ng parties under the Agreement. 
While the activities of the working party "customs cooperation" have been rather regular and 
have usefully underpinned PHARE activities in this field, the working . party on 
"approximation and refom1 of legislation" has only restarted in early 1999. Cooperation has 
developed, however,. on trade issues, inter alia on the basis of a Commis.sion mission to 
Albania in July 1998 on the application of the GSP, which resulted in an upgrading of the 
bilateral trade regime in line \\'ith regional standards.5 In 19<?8, bilateral trade reached the pre
crisis level ( 1996} and is· still marked by a high trade deficit of Albania. 6 

2.2 Economic, political and institutionaE aspect§ with r~gar-d to the perspective of an· 
· advanced relationship '"'ith -ARb:mia 7 

2.2.1 Economic stabilisation and reform · 

After the breakdown of the Communist regime in 1992, the Albanian authorities initiated 
efforts of macroeconomic stabilisation and structural adjustment under IMP-supported 
programmes. From mid-95, however, the pace of reforms slowed down, important budgetary 
slippages appeared and the collapse of a number of pyramid schemes in late 1996 and its 
political consequences seriously affected the country. The nature a.'1d extent of the Albanian 
crisis confirmed the existence of major deficiencies of the financial sector, of the institutional 

4 

6 

7 

The General Affairs Council conClusions of 13 May 1996 further indicated tliat such an agreement 
should constitute an important step towards an association agreement ("sui-generis"} 
Council Regulation (EC) No l763/99 of 29 July 1999 conceming the arrangements applicable to 
imports into the Community of products originating in Albania and amending Council Regulation (EC) 
N°2820/98 of 21 December 1998 applying a multiannual scheme of generalised tariff preferences for 
the period 1 July 1999 to 31 December 2001 as regards Albania, O.J. L211 of 11.8.99, p 1. 
See Annex I · · 

A comprehensive assessment of compliance witi1 political and economic conditions as set out in the 
EU's Regional Approach was made by the Commission in. May !999 (SEC(99)714, 17.5.99. lbe 
·following paragraphs contain selective updated information for this purpose. 
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and legislative framework, and more generally of normal State functions. Since July 1997, 
when a new Government took office, the country has made considerable efforts ~o stabilise 
the economy arid address its structural deficiencies in the framework of the Joint Recovery 

· Programme establislled by the Commission in cooperation with IFis and under guidance of 
the IMF.8 · · · · · · · · . · ·. 

··As a.res~lt of these efforts and the support of the international community, the Albanian 
. econQJ:TIY made a successful recovery. GOP is estimated to have grown by 8% in 1998, 
reversing the 7% decline registered in 1997. Inflation fell to 2% in March 1999 and is 
expected to reach 0.5% at the end of the year (1.5% on average). Despite the repercussions of 
the temporary ·massive influx of·Kosovo refugees9

, the authorities have shown continuing 
commitment to macroeconomic stabilisation policies and economic reforms .. With continued 
financial· support provided by the international .. comJl!unity10

, GDP growth ·is expected to 
continue at 8% in 1999. While the total budget deficit is expected to increase above the 10% 
le~el observed in 1998, the domestically financed deficit sn6uld further decrease to. some 
5.5% of GDP. Despite the improvement of revenue collection, owing to the application of a 
20% VAT and improved customs duties collection,· achieved with the support of EC 

·assistance, tax.revenues (estimated at some 13.5% ofGDP in 1999) remain short ofthe level·. 
necessary .for a sustainable fiscal position, in particular because of the low level of income 
tax. With the .lowest level of development in Europe (GDP per capita at about US$ 830), · 
Albania continues to be predominantly _a rural economy with· 54% of GOP generated by 
agriculture, 21% by services, 13% by construction and 12% by industry. 11 

. 

Structural reforms have also been _progressing and are globally on track with the IMF 
programme. Tl)e process of winding up of pyramid schemes cis basically. at its end. The 
privatisation of the three remaining Stat~ b~nks progressed properly. Important progress has 
also been registered in small and medium-sized enterprise privatisation: as of end-June 1999, 
318 out of the remaining,469 SMEs have been sold, leased or liquidated. On the contrary, 
progres~ in restruc~ng/privatising of the large-scale enterprises in strategic sectors was 
disappointing and the Kosovo crisis even emphasised the problem, In the area of customs 
administration reform, some important steps were made (implementation of the reyised 
customs code, recruitment of new anti=-smuggling officer~, adjustment of reference prices for 

·imports in line with market 'prices). However, the capacity for the judiciary to implement the· 
·adopted legislation in an efficient w~y. in particular to repress fraud and corruption, needs to 
be reinforced. -

2.2.2 Security and public order -- ' 

Despite major efforts by the government since late 1997, Albania remains marke.d by a 
serious lack of public order and security in large parts of the country and there is widespread 
crime, trafficking in arms and human beings and corruption while the security forces and the 
judiciary operate under poor _conditions. According to .ECMM and other relevant sour<,:es,/ · 
security conditions have-.furtherworsened during the first half 1999, in. the context of the 

9 

10 

II 

Economic emergency prog~ m October 1997. ESAF arrangement approved in May 1998 to 
support the country's medium~term economic programme 1998-2001. 
These repercussions were to a large degree offset by the substantial humanitarian aid provided through 
the EC Humanitarian Office (ECHO) in favour of refugees, host . families and health and social 
institutions. · 
An Emergency donor riteeting, organised jointly by the Commission and the Worl~ Bank (Brussels, 26 
May 1999) successfully pledged 200.US$ million to cover external financial needs for 1999 (of which 
160US$ million as impact of the Kosovo refugees crisis). · 
Basic economic data: See Annex II. . -
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massive influx of Kosovo refugees. More recently, actions by the Albanian authorities were 
undertaken in order to address this situation. In particular, special police forces carried out a 
nwpber of visible anti-gang actions in several parts of the country. The government also has 

·presented draft basic laws for the functioning of its police forces and started to elaborate, in 
cooperation with WEU/MAPE, a strategic plan for the development of the police: These 
efforts and the ongoing assistance for the re-establishment 'of viable police forces by the 
wEU/MAPE as well as other bilateral assistance and the support for a strengthening of the 
judiciary, mainly through a joint programme EC/Council of Europe, will only bring tangible 

. results in term of improvement of public order i.n.the medium-term. In practice,.the remaining 
insecurity continues to hamper cooperation· and assistance, particularly in ·the field of 
infrastructure, is still one of the factors responsible for the very low level of foreign direct 
investment and,· more, generally, constitutes a mortgage for the ongoing stabilisation process 
in the country. ~ 

2.2.3 Democratic process and institutional and administrative reform 

On the .basis. of the constitution adopted in 1998, Albania has embarked on. a substantial 
overhaul of its institutions and legal system in cooperation with the OSCE and the Council of 
Europe with a view to an effective implementation of the principle_of separation-of powers.' 
The framework conditions for political normalisation iri principle improved by the return to 
Parliament of the main opposition party (Democratic Party) in late July 1999, also with a view 
to a strengthening of the role of Parliament hampered so far' by the boycott. On the other 

· hand, recent developments highlighted the persistance of bipolarization and confrontation in 
the political life of Albania as well as institutional instability. Some progress has been made 
in the comprehensive State Institutions and Public Administration Reform Programme 

. supported by PHARE, even if the effective setting up of a Civil Service Commission and of a 
State Publication Office, main components of this programme have still not been achieved. 
While . democratic· principles and human rights are basically respected, the· main state 
institutions and the civil service remain weak and unstable and there aie maJor problems in 

. terms C?f law enforcement and functioning Of the public administration at allle~els. 

. . - . 
3 · PARAMETERS OF A STABILISATION AND ASSOCIATION AGRE'EMENT 

In addition to the _general eco-nomic, political and institutional aspects mentioned above, the 
perspective of a Stabilisation and Ass9ciation Agreement (SAA) .with Albania will in 
particular depend on the latter's capacity to fulfil obligations under such a new type .of 
contractual relations. 

3.1 Political dialogue 

Within the framework of the existing bilateral political. dialogue, the EU apd Albariia_have 
already achieved a wide-ranging convergence of positions qn international and regional 

. issues. This dialogue has proved to· be useful, in particular· in the context of conflicts in the 
Balkans, including the recent Kosovo crisis. The anchorage of an enhanced political. dialogue 
also under a regional format, into a future SAA, would be an acknowledgement and a useful 
continuation of bilateral political dialogue meetings which took place so far. Such a dialogue. 
would also constitute an important EU contribution to the implementation of the Stability Pact 
for South-Eastern Europe: · ·. · · · ·· · · 
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At present, there are two EU Joint Actions in place, which are specifically concerning 
Albania. 12 Provisions could be integrated into a SAA which confirm the. commitment of 
Albania· to favour the implementation of these measures focusing on improvement of public 
order and security in the co·untry. The political dialogue in~trument could be~used for a regu!ar 

. exchange of views on· that and thus become a useful stabilisation tool. 

3.2 Regional cooperation 

Albania pursues a cooperative . policy in favour of good-heighbourly relations with all 
countries in the region and participates in' all regional for a including the Stability Pact for 

· South-Eastern Europe. Relations with the FRY are however frozen for wellknown reasons 
and the development of relations with the new authorities in Montenegro is hampered so far 
for the same reason ·and because the FRY authoriti-es keep this border closed. T~ade ·_and 
economic cooperation with neighbourjng countries (mainly Bulgaria and the former Yugoslav 
Republic ofMacedonil:l) is at a traditionally low level. Some progress has been achieved since 
1997 in the development of relations with the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
namely through the conclusion of s.everal agreements on economic and technical cooperation .. 
A SAA could contain a provision concerning the conclusion of a regional convention with 
other countries of the region linked to the EU by a SAA agreement. · · 

3.3 Trade in goods · 

Albania has made significant progress in the last years in establishing a liberal and open trade 
system. Exports from Albania are generally free with the exception of export bans on skins 
and :hides and on scrap metals and an export _licensing restrictions on wo'od ari~ wood 
products which complement harvesting li~its for forestry conservation purposes. On a Hmited 
riumber~ofimported commodities (tobacco, alcohol) Albania still collects higher excise taxes. 
On the basis of a new Tariff Code adopted in April 1999, the maximum.tariffrate for imports 
was reduced from 30 percent to 20 percent and a new tariff structure was introduced, bringing 
th~ number of tariff rates to three (20%, 10 and 5%). As a result of this, the average tanffrate 
declined from 15.9 percent to 14.1 percent. The goveiTUJlent intends to reduce tariffs further 
in the next years to about 10-12 percent,-beginning with a reduction of the maximum rate to · 
18 percent in the 2000 budget-It is further .committed to remove the remaining quantitative 
restrictions or measures having equivalent effect. On that basis, Albania has made very 
substantial progress towards accession to the WTO, which seems within reach soon. · 

Albania faces a traditionally high negative trade balance and in particular in its trade relations 
with the EC which represent around 92% of its imports and 82% of its exports (1998). 
Although there is a gradual general reduction of the tariff rate for the purpose of integration 
into the world trade structures, it can be assumed that (remaining) income fror:n customs 

· ·duties will ·continue to be an important element of revenue collection in Albania. f,or' these , 
reasons and against the background of the· general weakness of Albania's economy, the 
establishment of a Free Trade Area with the EC is not an ea$y perspective. There are basically 

· two options for further development \\fithin a future SAA. 

12 (I) Joint Action concerning a contribution by the EU to the re-establishment of a viable police force in 
Albania (9.3.99; in cooperation with the WEU); (2) Joint Action concerning a contribution of.the EU to 
promoting the collection and destruction . of weapons in the Gramsh district in Albania (I 0.5. 99; i11 
cooperation with ~NDP). · 
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. ·• To subscribe to the objective 9f the establishment of a F-ree Trade Area by means of a date 
by which both parties agree to examine whether the conditions are met to establish a free 
trade area (rendez-vous clause); 

• To agree to establish gradually a Free Trade Ar~a within the longest period possible in 
accordance with the WTO rules (10-12 years). · 

The gradual establishment of a Free Trade Area between the EC and Albania would certainly 
require important efforts QY- Albania. in order to generate alternative revenue collection, 
namely income taxes (which presupposes economic revival and development). In_ aqdition, 
specific budgetary support may be requested by Albania, at least for a certain transition 
period. 

· Any future trade regime would require .:.. as in the past -_ EC assistance for the Albanian 
customs administration, both for collection of (remaining) customs duties on imports and 
export related activities (issuing of certificates of origin). The inclusion of Albania into the 

. pan-European diagonal cumulation of rules of origin would, obviously depend on whether the ' 
establishment of a Free Trade Area is envisaged or not. 

3.3.1 Industrial 

Industrial products represent the major part of bilateral trade and on the basis of the new EC 
preferences in line with regional standards which· entered in force on 1 October 1999 
Albanian exports benefits from duty-free access for industrial products within the limit of 
ceilings for some products. Positive prospecfs for the development of Albanian exports to the 
Community exist in the traditional sectors (mainly textiles and footwear which repre'sent 
respectively 36% and 30% of its exports). A new agreement should of course at least maintain 
these preferences. In the case of a gradual establishment of a Free Trade Area, the Community 
side would have to abolish or phase out rapidly the remaining tariff ceilings and to maintain a 
preferential asymmetric regime over a long· period, including a progressive reduction of duties 
for Albania. · 

3.3.2 Agriculture · 

Given the 'high importance of agriculture in Albania's economy (54% of GDP), there is 
theoretically a high potential for production and trade in this sector including fisheries. In 
practice, however, Albania's export capacities are very limited because of major problems ~n 
the functioning -of the land market, a ·'rather low ·standard of veterinary standards and other , 
structural problems. Therefore, agriculture represents even less than 1 0% of Albanian exports 
to the EC, . but 30% of its imports. A new agreement should extend the. EC concessions 
granted under the autonomous regime and' integrate additional advantages granted at present 
within the GSP. In the ~ase of a gradual establishment of a Free Trade Area,. these EC 
concessions should be more substantial, given that such a perspective would in principle 
imply, from the start, to implement gradually a greater liberalisation of agricultural trade on 
both sides. Provision would have to be made ensuring that minimum duties for several 
agricultural· products, which are compatible with WTO rules and permit the further 
development of its agricultural sector during the transition period, can be applied by Albania. 

3.4 ~urrent Payments and Movement of Capital 

After the breakdown of the pyramid schemes two years ago, the authorities have taken steps 
to reconstruct the financial infrastructure. ·The state-owned banks are 1n the process of being 
privati sed and appropriate financial sector legislation and regulation is being introduced. The 
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3. 6. 2 Competition and State Aids 
. . "' \ . . . 

·A Law on competition (1995), pint of the commercial law, provides a legal framework and · 
involves antitrUst actions and, provisiQns. against other unfair competition practices. Price 
liberalisation is almost fully achieved with· the exception of certain medicaL products at 
producer and wholesale level for social policy.reasons. An SAA could contain wide-ranging 

. provisions on cofnpetition, state aids and public undertakings; . 
J 

3.6.3 
. ~ . 

·Public 'p/6c~;ement· ·. . ·: · 

A Law on publi~ procurement : (199~) •. in fin~ with E.C standards; exists and a Public 
Procure~ent Agency, in .place since late 1995; isJn charge. of its application and of further 
improvement' of this .. legal framework as wei I :as. training. activities. During WTO accession 
negotiations; • .Albaitia .. undertool¢ ·to join the· Govern.ni~nt Procurement Agreement (GPA), · 
possibly by the.end~;>f2000. · ,:. · · 

• 'I' 

·;· ,: · 3:6.4.. l'!tel/ectua/, Industrial and Commercial Property ... 

i ' , ' ~I 

',;· '•. 

•! t ' ., :· 

• · •• ! 

. _., 

· . Under the existing Cooperatipn Agreement, Albania was· already committed to take measures 
guaranteeing ari .. effective and. adequate protect,iop o( intellectual, industria~ and commercial 
property at a level similar to that which exists: in'rtl1e Community and to adhere to relevant 
intematiorial·conventions. The main legal instrumei:tts h~tve been put in place: a copyright law 
( 1992), a law on h1dustrial pr<?perty ( 1994) and a patent Office (founded in 1993 ). Albania js 
a member of the B~m Convention fo'r the Protection ofLherar)' and artistic Workers, the Paris 

:Convention on Industrial Property, the' Madrid Agreement for the International Registration of 
. Marks and has also signed.: the· Patent. Cobperation.,.:Treaty. ·An additional agreement for the · 
protection. of patents· between. the· European Paten~. Office and Albania entered into force jn 
1996. Further improvemenl. of protection ·is: underway in the context of the country's 
accession to the. WTO. hi particular~ Albania tinde~1ook to impiement fully the. Trade Related 
Intelle.etual Property: Rights (TRIJ(S)' ~greem·erit,;, on·. accessjon without recourse to· any 
transitional. period.· The I).ecess·acy· e,nforc~ment:•. met::llanism ·seems to be in. place,. including . 
'access _.to th·e •. courts··'fpt~' forei.gn~rs,.'· ·;md .the,. Grin~ii1aJ la~: provides for: rather:. seridus 
puni~~ents. ·· · '· .. , . · ·.. , , .·•· .•. ·· ·· 

.. 3. 6::$ Teiecommunicati~n.~. a~d ·th~ Jnforinati~n So'c,iery,: . 
' ' . ·. / 

, .. ··1.. ' .. ' ,· ' , , ' ·I ' , ~. '.' ·. ,. . . 

. ,·: .:Th~ fA.lbarii~ .aud1orities. i.s,s·uect• ... a:' ~'P(),licy: ·pap~r ·:o.n 'telecommunications" iri 1999 whiCh 
. I ' ... ·COqmtitted the gpvepurieriJto.priv:a~tsatibri: and:'):i.~eiali'satipii of the sector. A.good qffer to the 

.,WTO .has also recently.beei1 submitted. in'Jhe fiam~w6i-k .of accession negotiations. The new 
·.telecommunications ·taw~ ei1acted .in,· 1'998, :.'allowed· for the establishment· of the 
, .Tel~communications Regulato'ry . Entity .. The· :EB .. Ro· has already investect' in ·Albania to 

. ,, . ''n10demise and extend the b~sic.n:~t~btk;,'and·:has,pr<;,vlded ~ssistance for regulat~ry reform 
'' an~ policy.4evelopmeht. hui fu~her: r:;uppoJ:t is t1¢~d~4:to irPp~c·ment the de.cisions of-the poli~y 

'·.paper. Provisions in a' futiir·e:sM'.'ru'id·.,l'el~t'ed suppbrt ~ho~ld·imrsue the.·aim geclared irf 'the 
· ::·. · ·'policy paper of gradual orientatiorttO\~.ufds the:·p9;l~des, procedures and. standards.of the EU. . 

·This ,general objc-,Ctive ·should .. apply to .the· ·lrifonriat~9n· .Society as well as to· the 
; telecomm:uncations· sector. · · · 1 

· '•. 

~J ,:r . 

'' . .t . 

'I': • 

' I'' . ',· :'· ·~ •' I 

3.~ 6 Cf!Mume;. hOtection , , i c ), l ? '. · : ·. . . ... . .. 
A law on consumei··'protectiOinvas adopted.,in,:lS)97 providing for a.basic legalfran1ework in 
this field including the rights' and responsibiliti_ys or'th'e Albanian consuiner associations. For 

, , ' ' , ' , • I !' .,. ' 

.. ' . ' 
,).., 
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.. the enforcement of the .law' a sector for consumer protection is being set up in all relevant line ' 
ministries. · · · · · 

3.6. 7: Labour'1awand equal~pportunities f~r-men ·and women . . 

In the field of equal opportunities for men and women, a Co~sensus project is currently being 
implemented to assess. tl~.e compatibility of present legislatio11 in Albania with EC directives 
in this·.field. Taking· account oCthe findings .of this project, suitable provisions in the field of 
equaf:opportunities, working condition:s and social security could be integrated in a SAA. · 

• ' • ,< • '·/ ' ' ' ' ' ' • I 

3. 7 Justice and ·Home Affairs'· 

. Outside the scop·~ ~fithe t992 ·Agree~ent, assistance to and:jcooperation with -Albania has 
already. developed· .~n>'.the...framework ·of a. comprehensive joint EC/Council' of Europe 

,' .programme·(in favour of the judiciary and :legal: reform in Albania. Cooperation in the. fight . 
• .. against, drugs· has'also•: ... i:)een developed in the framework of the PHARE multi-beneficiary 

Drugs progralnme. : , · - · · · · · 

· A SAA would prov~de.for the possibility to include: 

, Cl, as :far as new EC. tompetencies ·(Title .IV TEC) are concerned, specific provisions on· 
· . asylum, :migration (including readmission), external borders and judicial cooperation in 
. ·civil matters; · . 

• as far as Title ·VJ. of the TEU is concerned, certain provisions on the fight against_ organised . 
crime an~Ljudicial cooperation .in criminal matters, COITUption, money laundering. an·d 
drugs: · · 

·:Effective application of such. provisions would, however, -.depend stro~gly •on the 
· ··strengthening· of ·• the relevant Albanian authorities and ~dministration . at all · levels (iri 
:,particular as reg~ds training, :working condi~ions; human and'technical r:esources). 13 

3.8 : .Economic. and Financial Cooperation 

.: Over the period .t991-l999, total assistance commitments· from the EC to Albania have. · 
·<exceeded 980 € million .of which 616 € million was granted through PHARE. 14 Since the .. 

:1997 crisis, EC assistance (in particula.f,PHARE) has 'concentrated on four key areas: (1) · ... 

•public ~dministration reform (including customs, police and judiciary), (2) large infrastruCture ... · ' ' ' ' . 
···{roads: water. and ·ports); (3) . agriculture . and · ( 4} local ··development. Despite ·delays.· in . 

', programming and' implemenhiti<?n due to 'disturbances, particularly; in '199,7, ·the overall ' 
implementation of EC assistance is satisfactory, with 79% of total· funds allocated iti the·' / .- ,. ... 

. . period.1991-1998, and 68% of allocated funds. disbursed. A strengthening ofthe absorption ···: ., 
. capacity and the removal of obstacles to the disbursement of international aid by the Albanian: ·· · · ·c.. 

G . h 15 .. . ovemment.remam, 0\JVever~ necessary.. . · . . · ; . · . · . · .• · · , '· -

14 

IS 

. Cooperati~n on justice and home affair~ should take· acco~nt of results of the EU High Level Wo~king .. 

. Group on Asylum and Migration which also deals with Albania ( orie of the case studies). . : 
See Annexes III and IV. · · · · 
This means above all the simplification of procedures relating to the approval of projects and adequate 
. fluids for-reimbursement ofV AT and customs duty arid for land acquisition, namely for infrastructure ' 

.. ·projects. ' · 
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The overall humanitarian assistance provided by ECHO to Albania from 1992 to 1999 
amounts to over 126 € million. The total aid between 1992, when ECHO was created, and 
1998 totals 35~3 € million and was targeted towards activities supporting the public health 
and water and sanitation sectors, in particular after the collapse of the pyramid schemes (in 
1997). In response to the Kosovo crisis, ECHO stepped up substantially its assistance to 
Albania in 1999. A total of 91 € million has been committed by ECHO this year for 
humanitarian aid to refugees, host families and soCial structures. Out of these funds, more 
than 35 € million have been committed for projects in the sectors of public health and water 
and sanitation. · · 

In the light of past experience, it can generally be said that economic and financial 
cooperation with Albania means above all assistance, including assistance in order to promote 
cooperation. As cooperation has developed in those fields covered by past and present EC 
assistance, it can be assumed that wide-ranging cooperation provisions within· a future SAA 
would inevitably mean the need to extend this assistance to underpin those provisions. 

. 3.8.1 Customs and Taxation 

The customs sector is already well covered by the EC customs assistance mission in Albania 
(CAM-A) deployed since 1997, and other activi~ies (also within the: relevant Working Party) 
aiming at a modernisation of the Albanian customs service. Despite substantial EC efforts in 
the. sector, the Albanian customs administration has not developed to the extent expected, and 
still requires contirmed effort, enco~raged by the imposition of balanced conditionality. On 
the basis of the new Customs code of April 1999, in line with European standards; it is 
envisaged that cooperation and assistance will be further erlhanced, in order to also contribute 
to the fight against fraud and corruption (ipter alia the setting up of a specific anti-smuggling 
unit). Future cooperation in the field of ~axation· could usefully underpin the country's efforts 
to reform its tax system and administration under IMF guidance. A strengthening of other tax 
revenues is indeed a paramount task, in particular in view of a future. eventual establishment 
of a Free Trade Area between the EC and Albania. 

3.8.2 Statistics 

The statistical office of Albania (INST AT) already participates in Eurostat activities oriented 
towards the ·harmonisation of the statistical system' with European standards, and receives 
support in the framework of PHARE. Creating a legal framework, a good GDP calculation, a 
business register and conducting a population census are some of the priorities for the 
improvement of a basic statistical system. A future cooperation programme should also · 
reinforce INSTAT's equipment and staff, currently marked by a high turnover. 

3.8.3 Industry and SMEs 

Bilateral cooperation is this area has been rather limited so far. The EBRD has focused·so far. 
·on preparation ·for the creation of industrial parks and free trading zones (in Durres) which 
have not been successful so far, inter alia because of legal problems and the general1ack of 
foreign direct investment in Albania. It could be .useful to include in a future SAA provisions 
to promote.· cooperation with active participation of EU industry organisations and 
entrepreneurs in targeted industrial sectors such as mining and oil, textiles and footWear 
which constitute a certain potential in particular for exports. 

13 



· 3. 8. 4 Agriculture 

Cooperation and assistance ill this. sector has been important; namely for the continuation of 
cadastral surveys and the production of land maps of all districts, the rehabilitation and 
upgrading of veterinary control services and the promotion of the fishery sector. On the basis 
ofthe."Green Strategy", a strategic plan for the development of the agricultural sector (1998), 
cooperation could be further developed within a future. SAA particularly in order to ensure a 
functioning land market, to promote marketing and distribution of food products (also fot 
exports) and to further improve veterinary and phytosanitary standards.. · · 

.· 3.8.5 RTD 

Alban.ia has participated irt the 41
h EC Framework Programme for RTD. It is eligible for 

INCO~Copernicus 2 and specific programmes (project by projeCt) within the 51
h Framework 

Programme: Provision could be made to pursue cooperation within a future SAA. 

3.8.6: Education and Training . 

The country is participating in the TEMPUS programme for higher education (since 1992) 
and is· also involved in programmes of the. European Training Foundation. A future SAA 
could include specific provisions on coopenition in education and training, which would also. 
include projects focusing on institution building. 

3.8. 7 · Culture and Audiovisual '.,.) 

· Cqoperation in the culture and audiovisual sectors has been non-existent in the past: Ih the 
·light of this, a future SAA could include specific provisions on· cooperation (including 
harmonisation of legislation) in these fields; which would also Include projects focusing on 
institution building, especially in the audiovisual·sector. 

3. 8. 8 · Tran~port 

The road prograrimle in Alban:i~ is supported by PHARE, also with a 'view to the completion 
of strategic axes which -are al~o part of the Trans-European Network, arid PHARE Cross
Border Activities ate of central importance for the country. Given its geographical situation 
and the state of its infrastructure, Albania is not yet ~m important transit country. Provisions 

. could however be included laying down the principle_ of free transit for road traffic and rule$ 
for the future_ harmonisation of road taxation, technical and social legislation. A future SAA 
could also include provisions for the development of infrastructure of common interest and . 
the. progressive liberalisation of port facilities. · 

3. 8. 9 · Energy 

Albania has been participating in EC actlvitles mmmg at pr~m<;>ting regional ·energy 
cooperation ·in South-Eastern Europe, particularly. as. regards the development of. regional. 
energy interconnections in oil, gas and power sectors. Despite a lack. of reforms and the 
present domestic difficulties in this area - the electricity sector is marked by distribution 
problems and severe financial losses due to non-payment of bills and uneconomical tariffs -
the countryhas the po'tential to play; in future, a role in regional energy systems and specific 
provisions in a SAA c9uld help the country to develop this role~ 
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3. 8.10 Environment 

In the environmental field, cooperation has been primarily focussed through the LIFE-III 
country programme, which supports technical assistance or demonstration projects. This 
programme has been able to provide some concrete results, even during the recent period of 
institutional instability in Albania. In addition, some of the activities under PHARE (water, 
agriculture, and local development) have a clear environmental dimension. Given the 
prominence of environmental issues in the country, further cooperation and assistance in this 
field should be pursued through a future SAA. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Prerequisites for a successful participation of Albania in the Stabilisation and 
Association Process 

At the . Tirana International Conference of 30 October 1998, th~ Albanian government 
subscribed to an important number of objectives to be achieved and actions to be taken in the 
short and medium term, as regards internal and external security and the regional context, the 

· democratic process and institutional reform and economic stabilisation and reforins. 16 Since 
then, some progress has been made and the Albanian government has in particular proved to . 
be successful during the recent Kosovo refugee crisis. However, much still needs to be done 
in order to reach sustainable stabilisation and normalisation in the country. 17 Within the 
framework of the EU's Stabilisation and Association Process (of\Vhich a SAA is an only one, 
albeit an important instrument), the country would have to take action in key areas of concern. 

4.1.1 Continued macro-economic stabilisation and accelerated structural reforms 

• Continuation of sound macroeconomic policies in accordance with the medium-term 
economic programme s~pported-by the IMF; 

• Acceleration of the. revision of banking legislation and of the supervisory framework and. 
fimilisation of the privatisation or liquidation of the remaining state-owned banks; 

• Stepping up of efforts preparing the privatisation of public enterprises and utilities; 

• Strengthening . of tax collection through broadening of the tax base, reform of the tax 
administration and implementation of the new customs code; 

• Establishment of a functioning agric1Jltural land market; 

• Integration of public investment expenditures into the general state budget; 

• Restructuring of public utilities ami promotion of their sound financial management on a 

16 

17 

cost-recovery basis. . . 

See Coilclusions of this Conference and the relevant EU posit{on, adopted by the General Affairs 
Council of26/10/98. 
See also Conclusions.ofFriends of Albania Plenary Meeting, Brussels, 22/7/99 
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4.1.2 Strengthening of security and public order 
' ., 

• Adoption of a legal· framework for the police forces, including the special police forces, in 
accordance with the civil 'service law as amended; . 

• Consolidated presence and improved functioning of the police forces, on the- basis ofa 
' strategic plan for their development, in co?peration with the WEU; · · 

• Implementation of arms collection and destructiO"~ in Gramsh in cooperation with UNDP, 
and examination ~f possible extension of such actions; 

4.1.3 Improvement of governance and s~rengthening of law enforcement 

• Adoption of a framework law on the organisation of the Minjstry of Justice and timely 
implementation of actions foreseen in cooperation with the Council of Europe, for judicial 
.apd legal reform; · - · 

• Implementa,tion of activities under the Anti~Corruption Programme agreed with the World 
Bank, also by making fully op~rational the anti-smuggling m}it set up in the framework of 
the EC customs assistance mission 

- \ -

~ Effective establishment of the State Publication Office and of an independent Civil Service 
Commission 

4.2 - The perspective to open negotiations for a Stabilisation .. and Association 
-~ Agreement_ 

4.2.1 Feasibility of an assodation perspective 

Albania remains marked by important economic, political and institutional weaknesses which 
do not facilitate the perspective of an association with the EC and its Member States. At least 
in parallel to the opening of negotiations, .if not before, the country must do its utmost to 
address these weaknesses. In particular; credible commitments and a timetable for action are 
necessary in the areas mentioned under point 4.1. for a/ successful participation of the co'untry 
in the Stabilisation and Association Process and prerequisites for the upgrading of contractual 
relations:towards an association with the EC and its Member States. · 

Albania is fully committed to a further opening and liberalisation of its economy in the· 
perspective of its accession. to WTO which is· expected soon. In certain areas, Albania has 
already made important efforts to come closely to EC legal" standards (for-example: technical 
standards, industrial, commercial and intellectual 'property). Based on past bilateral activities, 
a future SAA would. also provide an appropriate· framework· for enhanced cooperatio-n and 
assistance with the country. -

There are, however, three basic problems which, at the least, hamper a full association with 
the EC and its Member States. - · ' 

• general problems in terms of institutional stability~ governance, functioning of basic 
administration -and rule of law; 
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• the uneasy (if'not very difficult) establishment of a Free Trade Area with the .EU given the 
relative importance of revenues from customs duties (EU represents more~than 90% of its 
imports); and· · 

• the general weakness of its economy and its hi.gh dependence on foreign aid; 

In addition, any association perspective would necessitate an extension of EC assistance in all 
relevant areas. 

4.2:2 A suc_cessive stages approach of association 

Negotiations for a new agreement with Albania need to take full account of the political and 
economic reality in the country. A future SAA with Albania would therefore have to be a 
tailor made one, possibly foreseeing successive s~ages, in particular as regards the. 

· establishment of a Free Trade Area but also for gradual alignment to EC acquis. In such 
perspective, itwould be useful to include'in a SAA with Albania evolutionary clauses or other 
appropriate provisions permitting decisions at a later stage on further rules in these areas. 

4. 2. 3 The way ahead towards possib(e negotiations 

The Commission considers it appropriate to invite the Albanian government to give a status 
report, including a timetaJ?le, on actions taken or envisaged in priority areas mentioned under 
point 4.1., to be made available prior to further consideration of a possible perspective to open 
negotiations for a SAA. This status report wjll be subject of an in depth discussion with EU 
Member States in the relevant Council bodies. 

Following discussions on this status report, the.present feasibility report and possible relevant 
Council conclusions, the Commission.would have to carry out additional technical talks with 
the Albanian side in order to further clarif)' certain aspects linked to a SAA perspective, in . 
particular the question of whether or not to establish a Free Trade Area and how to align to 
the _EC acquis on the basis of improved governance and respect for the rule ·of law! before a 
possible formal recommendation for the opening of negotiations for a SAA can be made. 
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ANNEX I EU -ALBANIAiTRADE DEVELOPMENT 1989-1.999 

. . . • +I 
. Table I : Overall developments 1989 - 1999 

Billion exp/imp. Annual rate of change -Share of Albania 
(Billion Ewo wuill'l981 in 

EUexp. EUimp. Balance % EU exp. EUimp. exp. imp. 
·% % % 

1989 0,121 0,100 0,021 121 80 39 0,03 0,02 
1990 0,118 - 0,081 0,037- 146' -3 -20 0,03 0,02 
1991 .· 0,167 0~065 . 0,101 255 41 -19 0,04. 0,01 
1992 0,304 0,058 0,247 528. 83 -12 0,07 0,01 
1993 0,400 0,081 0,319 496 31 40 0,08 0,02 
1994 0,426 -~t12~_ 0,303 347 6 52 0,08 ' -~_,02 

·o:3ss' 
... -- ·- . -· . -~---

1995 (Elll2 I 0,504 0,150 337 19 22 0,08 0,03 
1995 I Ell!) l 0?518 O,JSI 0,367 343 22 23 0,09. 0,03 
1996 0,744 0,198 0,~7 377 .... 31 0~12 0,03 
1997 0,565 0,190 0,374 297 -24 .· -4 0,08 0,03 
.1997 ll•nuaryl 0,055 0,022 0,034 255 0,11 0,04 
'1998 0,554. 0,215 0,339. 257• -2 13 0,08 0,03 

1998 (!;awry) 0,034 0,015 0,019 227 -38 -30 0,06 0,03 
1999 (!""""~)') 0,037 0,018 0,019 203 8· 20 0,08 0,03·. 

I 
i 

·• January 1999. Annual rate of change is calculated over the same period of 1998. 

. Table 2: Most irnportant.EU 15 exports in 1999 and corresponding values in 1998 (January)•2 

f. 
i. 

1999 1998 
.-' (January) (Januaiy) 

Sector by section of Common Custom<> Mcuro Share of.total Change <Jver Meum · Share of total Change over 

Tariff % J;muary I <JIJ8 'X ry,, JmJUary 1997% 

1: Agriculture, incl. processed (I-IV) 7 .19 -32 10 3Q .:43 
2. Machinery & electrical (XVI) 6 16 -4 6 18 -20 

' 3 .. Textiles (XI) 6: IS 28 4 . 13 -17 
-.I 

! 
4. Mineral products (V) 4 10 84 2 6 -28 
5. Foot/head wear, umbrellas ... (XII)· 3 9 326 I .2 -82 
6. Base metals & articles (XV) 2 

. 
6 -12 2 .7 -39 

7. Chemical products (VI) -- '2, 5 4 2 5 -37 
SUBTOTAL 30 81 . 6 28 82 -38 
ALL SECTORS 37 ~•oo 8 34 100, -38 

! .,, ' 

.. ~ 

' 2 ~ 1998 Base metals were m 4th place, Mmernl_ prods. m 5_th place. Chemical prods.m 6th place, Ceram1cs m 7th place, fuotwear m"IOth place. -

{. 
Table 3 : Most important EU J5 ilnports in 1999 and corresponding v.ilues in 1998 (January) *J 

• _:! - 1999 1998 
january january_ ! 

. Sector by section of Coi11ITXm Custom-; Meuro Share of ttital Changeover Meum S~are of total Change over 

Taiiff ''Jf· January I 'J9R 'X % January 1997 % 

· 1. Foot/head wear, umbrellas ... (XII) 6 34 37 ·5 30 -32. 

L 
; 

2. Textiles (XI) , ,:,~·;~;:~;. ::.. . ·: .. 6 3 .. 14 s· l;1fif~~-0%;~ '.'; . '. -I 
3. Base metals &4artitle8,(XV) -· 2 10 -I 2 .. ,<,i.!JI_;··· .. • -10 

4. Agriculture.,:~i!~b~.~s~ed <i~IV) I 7 
/ -10 I ~~~~;('\ 25 

5. Mineral produds~V)· · · t 6 " 3917. 0 -98 
6. Hide~ f!nd sKi'ri.~· <VIm I 3 ' -22 J -32 
7. Wood ... (IX) 0 2 -23 0 3 45 

; SUBTOTAL 18 96 21 14 95 -22 
AIL SECTORS· 18 100 :zo 15 100 -30 

•J In 1998 Textiles were m first place, Footwear m 2nd place, H1des & skms m 5th place. Wood m 6th place. Machmery m 7th place. Mmeral prods. m 
'12th place. · · ' " . . 

I' 

I 
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ANNEX II 

Official Name 

Total area 
I 

Neigh(:)ourlng countries 

Population 

Density 

Ethnic profile 

Languages 

Religion 

Currency 

Inflation 
-

Unemployment 

GOP (In bn $) 
. 

. Real GOP growth 

Origins of GOP 

GNP/Capita (li1 $) 

Average monthly wage 

Current account 

lnm$ 

%GOP 

Trade balance (In m $) 
,. 

Main trading 

Partners 

Main exports 

Main Imports 

Total external d~bt 
lnm$ 

In %of GOP 

I ALBANIA- BASIC DATA I 
Republic of Albania; Capital: Tiran~ 

28,748 km2
· 

Greece, FRY (Serbia and Montenegro); Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia 

3,4 million (1997); Annual growth: 2% (1997) 

115.9 person.s/km2. (1998) 

98% Albanians, ·1,8% Greeks, the restMacedonians, 
Montenegrins and others. 

Albanian .(official dialect is tosk) 95%; ·Greek 3%; Other 2% 

Muslims 70%, Albanian Orthodox 20%, Roman Catholics 10% 

Albanian Lek 140 = ,1 Euro (July 1999) 

42% (1997); 8,7%(1998) \ 

28% (1997); 20,7%.(1998).-According to the World Bank 
around 30% of the population is living under the poverty line 

. \2.3 (1997); 3.0 (1998) 

-7,0 (1997);+ 8% {1998) 
) 

Agriqulture: 54.4%; commercial sector/services 18.0%; 
industry: 12%; construction 12.6%; transport 3.0% (1998) 

750 (1997); 830 (1998). Estimations of emigrants' remittances 
per capita: 250 (1997); .300 {1998) . ' 

150$ (98) 

-276 (1997); -187 {1998); -450 (forecasts 1999) 

-12.1 (1997); -6.1 {1998); -11.9 (forecasts 1999). 

-518 {1997); -634 {1998); -826 {forecasts 1999) 

Exports: Italy {60.1%); Greece {19.8%); Germany (5.7%) 

Imports: Italy {44.1 %); Greece {29.2%); Germany {3.8%) 

Textiles, Footwear, Base rpetals, Agriculture products 

Agriculture/Food, Mineral products, Machinery, Textiles 

760 (1997); 900 (1998) 

33.3 {1997); 29.5 {1998) 
' 

·I• 
"I 

~ 
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ANNEX III 

Overall PHARE Assistance in ALBANIA 1991-99 (Mio.€). 

Situation on 21 October 1999 

TYPE OF PHARE ASSISTANCE 1991 1992 

PHARE NATIONAL PROGRAMMES ) 

Agriculture ' 15,0 
Infrastructure (I) 4,4 
Private Sector Development (2) ' 2,8 
Health 
Water and Environment 
Education (incl. TEMPUS) 1,2 
Local Community Development 
Public Administration Refonri (3) 1,6 
Approximation of Legislation 
Aid Coordination ( 4) 
Financial Sector and Audit 

TOTAL Pbare National Programmes . 25;0 

PHARE CROSS-BORDER PROGR. 

OSCE ELECTION SUPPORT 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS SUPPORT 35,0 

SPECIAL, BUDGETARY ASSISTANCE 

ASSISTANCE IN FAVOUR OF KOSOVO REFUGEES 

PHARE HUMANITARIAN AIQ 10,0 

OVERALL PHARE ASSISTANCE 10,0 
.. 

·(I) includes Transport, Energy, Telecommunications 

(2) includes Privatisation, SMEs, Banking, Tourism 

50,0 

110,0 

(Commitment) 

1993 1994 ' 1995 

I 

10,0 5,0' 
. 3,0 . 18,4 

7,0 3,0 2,0 
6,0 7,0 ' 

3,3 
2,5 2,4. 4,2 

8,5 
1,2 0,8 1,9 

' 0,3 . 
0,5 

-
30,0 22,0. 35,0. 

20,0 18,0 

35~0 35,0 

10,0 7,0 

75,0 49,0 . 88~0 

. ' . 
(3) includes Civil Service Reform, Supreme Audit Institution, Police, Statistics~ Customs and Judiciary 

1996 

1,7 
17,0 

1,5 
2,5 

8,6 

1,7 

33,0 

20,9 

., 

53,0 

. (4) includes feasibility studies in 1996 and the establishement of_a Central Contracting and Financial Unit in 1999. 

*forecast 

1997 1998 1999 

6,0 6,3 5,2 
7,0 8,0 5,5 

" ' 

6,7 2,5 12,6 
2,5 . 0,7 1,6 
5,0 3,0 7,2 
6,3 8,9 11,4 . 

.1,1 2,0 
0,5 0,1 

34,0 30,5 45,5 

. 20,0 12,0 14,0 

1,5 
I 

14,9 .. 

. 62,0 

70,4 42,5. 121,5 

TOTAL 1991-99 2000* TOTAL 91-2000* 

' ·' 
! 

49,2 I 

63,3 
14,8 
13,0 .. 
26,6 I 

17,6 
23,7 
40,7 
0,3 
5,3 
0,6 

. 255,0_ ' 35,0 ·290,0 

104,0 40,0 144,0 

1,5. L 1;5 ! 

105,0 105,0 

' 
14,9 1t',9 

. 62,0 62,0 

77,0 77,0. 

. 619,4 75,0 694,4 
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ANNEX IV 

Overali ·Ec Assistance in ALBANIA 1991-99 (Mio €) 

(Commitments) 

Situation on 21 October 1999 

TYPE OF EC ASSISTANCE 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

OVERALL PHARE ASSISTANCE 10,0 110,0 75,0 49,0 ,88,0 53,0 70,4 42,5 121,5 

FEOGA 120,0 

HUMANITARIAN AID : 
" 

(ECHOX11 2,0 0,5 1,7 1,2 . 1,7 16,3 12,0 '91,0 
-

FOOD SECURITY 

(DG Development) 10,8 5,7 

~ 

BALANCE OF PAYMENT 

SUPPORT (DG ECFIN) 20,0 

OTHER ACTIONS 0,3 0,6 1,1 -0,4 n.a; n.a. ·n.a. n.a. 

EIBLO~NS 34,0 12,0 22,0 16,0 

TOTAL ~C ASSISTANCE 10,0 232,3 76,1 . 51,8 123,6 66,7 97,5 76,5 254,2 

*forecast 

(I) Regular ECHO programme to Albania including the regional support in favour of the Kosovo refugees in order to cover refugees related costs. 

n.a. = f!Ot available 

·-

-
TOTAL 1991-99 2o00* TOTAL 91-2000* 

619,4 75,0 694,4 

126,2 126,2 

16,5 
I 

16,5 

-

20,0 20,0 

2,4 n.a. 2,4 

84,0 / 84,0 

988,5 75,0 1063,5 

I 
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